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Abstract10

Encoding of behavioral episodes as spike sequences during hippocampal theta oscillations provides a11

neural substrate for computations on events extended across time and space. However, the mechanisms12

underlying the numerous and diverse experimentally observed properties of theta sequences remain13

poorly understood. Here we account for theta sequences using a novel model constrained by the14

septo-hippocampal circuitry. We show that when spontaneously active interneurons integrate spatial15

signals and theta frequency pacemaker inputs, they generate phase precessing action potentials that16

can coordinate theta sequences in place cell populations. We reveal novel constraints on sequence17

generation, predict cellular properties and neural dynamics that characterize sequence compression,18

identify circuit organization principles for high capacity sequential representation, and show that theta19

sequences can be used as substrates for association of conditioned stimuli with recent and upcoming20

events. Our results suggest mechanisms for flexible sequence compression that are suited to associative21

learning across an animal’s lifespan.22

Introduction23

Whereas many behaviorally important events take place on timescales of seconds, neuronal membrane dynamics24

operate at a millisecond timescale. The discovery that during movement hippocampal place cells fire action potentials25

with timing that precesses relative to the hippocampal theta rhythm (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993), and that time-26

compressed representations of behavioral sequences occur as spike sequences within each theta cycle (Skaggs et al.,27

1996; Dragoi and Buzsáki, 2006; Foster and Wilson, 2007), suggests that hippocampal activity is organized so that28

computations on a millisecond neural timescale can address events on behavioral timescales. Thus, spikes sequences29

within theta cycles may form a neuronal substrate for episodic and spatial memory (Pastalkova et al., 2008; Lisman30

and Redish, 2009; Buzsáki and Moser, 2013; Wikenheiser and Redish, 2015). Nevertheless, the circuit mechanisms31
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through which theta sequences are generated are unclear and the mechanisms by which they may contribute to learning32

have received relatively little attention.33

Several features of theta sequences that may be important for their computational functions pose challenges to models34

attempting to explain their generation through biophysically constrained mechanisms. First, the rate at which action35

potentials precess relative to the theta rhythm depends on an animal’s speed of movement (Geisler et al., 2007).36

Second, phase precession occurs along arbitrary two-dimensional trajectories (Huxter et al., 2008; Climer et al., 2013;37

Jeewajee et al., 2014). Third, theta sequences emerge within theta waves that propagate along the dorsoventral axis38

of the hippocampus (Lubenov and Siapas, 2009; Patel et al., 2012). Fourth, while place cells across the dorsoventral39

axis have field sizes that vary over an order of magnitude, spike phase nevertheless usually advances by a maximum of40

a single theta cycle across their place field indicating that the rate of phase precession varies dorsoventrally (Kjelstrup41

et al., 2008). Finally, to successfully distinguish behavioral episodes, distinct theta sequences must be generated for42

experiences over an animal’s lifetime, implying that sequence generation must be both flexible and have a high capacity43

(Chadwick et al., 2015). We previously introduced a phenomenological model which demonstrates that experimentally44

observed theta sequences can be accounted for by phase precession in independent place cells (Chadwick et al., 2015).45

This is in contrast to suggestions that synaptic coordination within and between cell assemblies is required to explain46

theta sequences (Tsodyks et al., 1996; Harris et al., 2003; Harris, 2005; Maurer and McNaughton, 2007; Geisler et al.,47

2010; Lisman and Redish, 2009; Wikenheiser and Redish, 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Several cellular mechanisms48

for independent phase precession have been proposed (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Mehta et al., 2002; Harris et al.,49

2002; Lengyel et al., 2003; Burgess et al., 2007; Leung, 2011; Chance, 2012), but none appear able to account for50

the challenges above while maintaining consistency with the hippocampal circuitry (see Figure 1-Figure Supplement51

1 and Discussion). Thus, the biophysical mechanisms through which an independent phase coding scheme could be52

implemented within the CA1 circuitry while accounting for known computationally important properties of theta53

sequences are not clear.54

The possible mechanisms underlying phase precession in CA1 are heavily constrained by the architecture of the55

CA1 circuit. CA1 pyramidal cells make few direct connections with one another (Anderson et al., 2007) (but see56

Yang et al. (2014)), suggesting that phase precession in CA1 arises through some combination of intrinsic cellular57

properties, external inputs to the circuit and local interactions between pyramidal cells and interneurons. Major58

sources of input to CA1 include spatially modulated signals from CA3 and from the entorhinal cortex, and temporally59

patterned GABAergic inputs from the medial septum, which target hippocampal interneurons and act as a pacemaker60

to entrain theta oscillations in the circuit (Freund and Antal, 1988). Previously proposed mechanisms for independent61

phase precession focus on integration of signals by place cells (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Mehta et al., 2002; Harris62

et al., 2002; Lengyel et al., 2003; Burgess et al., 2007; Leung, 2011; Chance, 2012). However, many interneurons63

also fire spikes that precess in phase against the theta rhythm, with interneuron phase precession exhibiting strong64

functional coupling to individual pyramidal cells (Maurer et al., 2006; Geisler et al., 2007; Ego-Stengel and Wilson,65

2007). Thus, we asked whether phase precession underlying sequence generation could originate from interneuron66
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dynamics. To address this possibility we introduce a minimal circuit model in which phase precession and theta67

sequences are generated through interactions between place cells and interneurons driven by pacemaker inputs. In68

contrast to the view that phase precession in interneurons is inherited synaptically from phase precessing place cell69

assemblies (Maurer et al., 2006; Geisler et al., 2007), interneuron phase precession in our model is crucial for the70

coordination of spike timing in place cells and for the generation of theta sequences. Due to the transient functional71

coupling between place cells and interneurons, phase precession occurs dynamically whenever a place cell is driven by72

external inputs. Consequently, phase precession and theta sequences are generated de novo within the network, and73

slow input sequences are automatically compressed into theta sequences in networks of interacting pyramidal cells and74

interneurons.75

Our model suggests that CA1 can function as a flexible compressor of its inputs to maintain a representation of temporal76

order occurring on a behavioral timescale within a faster timescale suitable for synaptic processing in downstream77

brain areas. The model enables predictions of pacemaker dynamics which account for velocity-dependence of network78

activity and dorsoventral organization of sequence generation, and predicts network configurations that may underlie79

the dissociation of phase precession and theta sequences (Feng et al., 2015; Middleton and McHugh, 2016). The80

proposed mechanism not only generates sequences encoding spatial trajectories, but can also function as a general81

purpose circuit with a remarkably high capacity for encoding temporally extended sequences of events. We show how82

such a compression of ongoing experience into theta cycles enables flexible learning of behavioral associations through83

spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP). Thus, CA1 may compress ongoing experiences during theta states into fast84

neural activity patterns suitable for online learning and decision making.85

Results86

Phase precession emerges in coupled interneuron-pyramidal cell pairs87

Since theta phase precession in independent neurons is sufficient to account for experimentally observed theta sequences88

(Chadwick et al., 2015), we first aimed to identify circuit mechanisms that account for experimentally observed features89

of phase precession in single neurons. Whereas in many previous models precession is assumed to arise from oscillatory90

drive targeting place cells, the frequency of theta is established by septal GABAergic projections to hippocampal91

interneurons (Freund and Antal, 1988), which in turn coordinate the spiking activity of local CA1 pyramidal cells92

(Royer et al., 2012). We therefore reasoned that phase precession could emerge from the dynamics of interneurons93

driven by pacemaker inputs and interacting with pyramidal cells. To explore this possibility we constructed a minimal94

network model containing a single interneuron and pyramidal cell, with synaptic connectivity based on this architecture95

(Figure 1A). The interneuron is driven to fire tonically by a constant depolarizing current, while pacemaker drive from96

the medial septum to the interneuron is simulated by an 8 Hz oscillatory current, which is sufficient to fully entrain97

spiking activity of the interneuron when the pyramidal cell is inactive (Figure 1B-C). In this case, output from the98

interneuron drives rhythmic subthreshold theta frequency inhibitory synaptic potentials in the pyramidal cell (Figure99
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1B). When spatial input to the pyramidal cell is simulated by a suprathreshold external drive, the resulting synaptic100

drive to the interneuron initiates phase precession in the coupled pair of cells, causing their firing frequency to elevate101

above that of pacemaker theta and their firing phase to advance continuously over the place field (Figure 1D-E). When102

the pyramidal cell is transiently driven by slow depolarizing current, the phase of spikes fired by the interneuron and103

by the pyramidal cell advance through a full 360 degrees relative to the 8 Hz pacemaker input. Hence, the basic104

architecture of the CA1 circuit, along with pacing inputs from the medial septum, is sufficient to generate phase105

precession in pyramidal cells and interneurons whenever pyramidal cells are activated by slow depolarizing drives.106

To better understand the emergence of these phase precession dynamics, we developed a reduced model in which an107

interneuron is driven by weak pacemaker input and a slow depolarizing drive, and for which analytical solutions can108

be obtained (Figure 2A, see Materials and Methods for details of model). During injection of a constant input current109

the model generates either stable phase locking or phase precession at a constant rate against the pacemaker drive110

(“frequency pulling”) depending on the strength of depolarizing drive relative to the strength of pacemaker input111

(Figure 2B, C). Phase locking occurs for weak drives, where the interneuron becomes entrained to a fixed phase of the112

pacemaker input. Frequency pulling occurs for strong drives, in which case, for a given constant input current, the113

interneuron oscillates with a fixed frequency difference from the pacemaker, causing its phase to advance continuously114

relative to the pacemaker input. In the phase locking region, because the locking phase varies as a function of the115

input current, variation in the input current can be used to achieve variation through a maximum of 180 degrees of116

theta phases (-90 to 90 degrees, see Figure 2B). In contrast, in the frequency pulling region, phase precession continues117

indefinitely at a fixed rate for a constant input current.118

Previous models that focus on place cells also generate phase precession by integration of theta drives and slow119

depolarizing drives, achieving variable phase locking through a range of 180 degrees (Mehta et al., 2002; Harris et al.,120

2002). However, the underlying dynamics and mechanisms in our model are distinct from these schemes in several121

ways. First, the excitation-dependent locking of spike phase observed in our model for weak depolarizing drives (the122

phase locking regime) is the result of the active entrainment of an ongoing intrinsic cellular rhythm to a pacemaker123

drive, rather than a passive summation and thresholding of inputs to a silent pyramidal cell as in previous models.124

Moreover, the frequency pulling regime in our model, in which the external drive determines the rate of phase precession125

(Figure 2C), is not generated by previous models. The dynamics inside the place field in our model take place almost126

entirely within this novel frequency pulling regime, with the phase locking regime instead governing the dynamics127

outside of the place field and therefore the alignment of spike phase at place field entry. Because our model relies on128

the frequency pulling rather than the phase locking regime to produce phase precession, continuous phase precession129

can be generated for arbitrary input profiles of sufficient strength, and does not require a monotonically increasing130

ramp input as in previous models (Figure 2-Figure Supplement 1). Second, for symmetrical place fields these schemes131

predict a phase advance towards the center of a place field, but a phase reversal as the input current is reduced on132

leaving the place field (Melamed et al., 2004). In contrast, when input currents are sufficient to drive the neuron into133

the frequency pulling domain in our model, then phase advances continuously throughout the input field (Figure 2D,134
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E). Provided that inputs are sufficiently strong and sustained, the phase of interneuron firing advances through a full135

360 degrees, with the rate of phase precession determined by the strength of the injected current (Figure 2D, E). Hence,136

this reduced model explains the dynamics observed in the network simulation of Figure 1. Specifically, the interneuron137

remains in a stable phase locking regime while the pyramidal cell is inactive, but enters the frequency pulling regime138

whenever the pyramidal cell provides sufficient synaptic input, producing phase precession. Phase precessing synaptic139

inputs from the interneuron coordinate the spike timing of the pyramidal cell and confer phase precession, but phase140

precession in the interneuron is relatively insensitive to the timing of pyramidal cell inputs, instead requiring only a141

sufficient increase in excitatory drive.142

Velocity-modulated precession frequencies are achievable through speed-dependence of143

synaptic currents144

Experimentally the rate of phase precession in both place cells and interneurons increases with running speed, so that145

a constant relationship is maintained between spike phase and location (Geisler et al., 2007). Because phase precession146

in our reduced model depends on pacemaker amplitude and excitatory drive, the precession frequency can be flexibly147

modulated by varying either parameter without needing to adjust the frequency of the pacemaker oscillation (Figure148

2C, Materials and Methods). We therefore used the minimal circuit model of Figure 1 to test whether variation of149

these inputs to the interneuron can account for the experimentally observed speed-dependence of phase precession150

in pyramidal cells and interneurons. The reduced model predicts that either a decrease in pacemaker amplitude or151

an increase in depolarizing drive to interneurons with running speed would generate an increase in the rate of phase152

precession with running speed. However, for stability the pacemaker amplitude must be small for low running speeds153

(see Materials and Methods). In this case the precession frequency can nevertheless be controlled independently154

through changes in the depolarizing drive with running speed. Indeed, we found that in the minimal circuit model a155

linear increase in pacemaker amplitude with running speed, combined with a linear increase in depolarizing current156

to interneurons with running speed, can generate an approximately linear increase in precession frequency while157

maintaining stable precession dynamics across running speeds (Figure 3). Hence, the dynamics required to maintain158

a fixed relationship between spike phase and place field position can be generated de novo in the local circuitry with159

inputs at a fixed theta frequency. Importantly, the predicted dependence of current input to the interneuron on160

running speed is consistent with findings of a velocity-dependent depolarizing current from glutamatergic circuits in161

the medial septum to interneurons in CA1 (Fuhrmann et al., 2015). Similarly, the predicted dependence of pacemaker162

amplitude on running speed is consistent with the dependence on running speed of both the LFP theta amplitude in163

CA1 (McFarland et al., 1975; Maurer et al., 2005; Patel et al., 2012) and the activity of inhibitory circuitry in the164

medial septum (King et al., 1998).165
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Dorsoventral traveling waves and phase precession gradients can emerge from a common166

pacemaker drive167

The phase of theta activity varies systematically across the dorsoventral axis of the hippocampus (Lubenov and Siapas,168

2009), spanning a range of 180 degrees (Patel et al., 2012) and creating the appearance of a dorsoventral traveling169

wave. This variation is difficult to account for by temporal delays in a common pacemaker drive, which has led to170

the suggestion that entorhinal-hippocampal or intrahippocampal interactions are required to account for dorsoventral171

phase offsets (Patel et al., 2012; Long et al., 2015). We asked if the present model can account for these observations172

without the necessity for additional circuit components. In the reduced interneuron model, the range of phases that173

stably lock to pacemaker input is precisely 180 degrees, with locking phase depending on the strength of the excitatory174

current and pacemaker amplitude (figure 2B). All other spike phases are unstable. This suggests that a gradient in175

excitatory inputs to interneurons (or alternatively a gradient in input resistance or some intrinsic membrane current)176

along the dorsoventral axis might be sufficient to generate the observed dorsoventral phase gradient, despite a coherent177

pacemaker input.178

To test this hypothesis using more biologically plausible neuronal dynamics we simulated integrate and fire interneurons179

driven by the same pacemaker inputs, but different levels of depolarizing input currents (Figure 4A-C). This is180

equivalent to the full circuit model while the animal is outside of the place field where the pyramidal cell is inactive.181

Figure 4B shows three examples of these simulations. In each case, the interneuron is attracted towards a stable182

locking phase of the pacemaker input, but the precise locking phase depends on the strength of depolarizing current.183

In Figure 4C we systematically analyzed how this locking phase depends on the strength of depolarizing current,184

finding a relationship remarkably similar to that predicted by the reduced model, including a range of 180 degrees of185

locking phases. Hence, in addition to explaining the change in precession frequency with running speed, the interplay186

between excitatory currents and pacemaker inputs can explain the phase gradient across the dorsoventral axis of187

the hippocampus, allowing the emergence of traveling theta waves based on variable locking to a single, common188

pacemaker input.189

Place field size also varies along the dorsoventral axis of the hippocampus, ranging from less than 1 meter dorsally to190

approximately 10 meters ventrally (Kjelstrup et al., 2008). This gradient is associated with a concomitant gradient in191

the slope of phase precession, such that phase precesses through approximately one cycle both dorsally and ventrally192

(Kjelstrup et al., 2008). To test whether our minimal circuit model could account for these observations in addition193

to the traveling wave dynamics, we simulated place cell/interneuron pairs at the ventral and dorsal pole of CA1, with194

place field sizes of approximately 10 meters and 0.3 meters respectively, and interneuron locking phases separated195

by approximately 180 degrees (Figure 4D-F). We found that the gradient in both phase precession and theta phase196

along the dorsoventral axis could be accounted for simultaneously by a combination of a dorsoventral gradient in the197

amplitude of pacemaker drive, the depolarizing current to the interneuron and the strength of excitatory synaptic198

connections (Figure 4E, F). Thus, our proposed mechanism predicts that depolarizing current input to interneurons199
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(or their excitability), the strength of excitatory synaptic connections from pyramidal cells to interneurons and the200

amplitude of the septal pacemaker drive all decrease from the dorsal pole to the ventral pole of the hippocampus201

(Figure 4D). In line with these predictions, theta power is observed to decrease from dorsal to ventral hippocampus202

(Royer et al., 2010).203

Robust phase precession is generated along two-dimensional trajectories204

As a further test of the model we asked if in addition to accounting for phase precession on linear tracks, it can account205

for the properties of phase precession in open environments. In open environments, spikes always precess from late to206

early phases of theta, regardless of running direction (Huxter et al., 2008; Climer et al., 2013; Jeewajee et al., 2014).207

These dynamics arise naturally from the depolarizing current envelope in the present model if the animal passes in208

a straight line through the center of a place field at a constant speed, and no additional inputs such as from head209

direction cells are required (Figure 1). A more complex feature of phase precession in open environments is observed210

on passes through the edge of the place field, in which case the firing phase advances through around 180 degrees211

before reversing through 180 degrees over the second half of the field (Supplementary Figure S2b in Huxter et al.212

(2008)). In the present model, similar dynamics occur when the interneuron is not driven sufficiently to pass through213

to the next cycle and is instead attracted back towards the initial phase (Figure 2D-E and Figure 5A). Our model214

is also consistent with sequences observed during backwards travel, in which theta sequences reflect the ordering at215

which locations are visited rather than heading direction (Cei et al., 2014; Maurer et al., 2014).216

The phase advance and then reversal on passing through the edge of a place field results from failure of the weak217

synaptic depolarization to drive the model into the phase precession domain indicated in Figure 2. What happens218

when the synaptic drive is instead very large? We found that with strong and sustained inputs to place cells precession219

continues over multiple theta cycles (Figure 5B). However, the pacemaker drive to the interneuron confers robustness220

against this effect, as the interneuron can only precess through a discrete number of theta cycles and requires consid-221

erable additional input to precess through two cycles of theta rather than one. Figure 5C shows how the number of222

theta cycles precessed by the interneuron varies with the amplitude of the slow envelope. Over a broad range of input223

currents (Figure 5D), or more directly, a broad range of pyramidal cell spike counts (Figure 5E), the interneuron will224

precess over exactly one cycle over the place field. For the choice of parameters used here, robust phase precession225

through one cycle in the interneuron occurs provided the place cell fires between 10 and 25 spikes in its place field.226

Thus, phase precession is sufficiently robust as to allow considerable rate remapping, but the mechanism nevertheless227

places constraints on the coexistence of phase precession and rate remapping within place cells (Allen et al., 2012).228

Theta phase precession has also been shown to exhibit considerable robustness against experimentally induced circuit229

perturbations. For example, when CA1 is transiently silenced (for ∼ 200 ms) and the theta rhythm is simultaneously230

reset, phase precession resumes in CA1 unperturbed upon recovery (Zugaro et al., 2005). We tested whether the model231

would exhibit similar robustness under such a perturbation by injecting a negative current into both place cells and232
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interneurons to induce silencing while simultaneously resetting the phase of the external pacemaker drive. Indeed,233

we found that phase precession resumes upon recovery from this perturbation, as observed experimentally (Figure234

5-Figure Supplement 1). Further robustness has been observed under optogenetic perturbations of the CA1 circuitry.235

Specifically, transient (1 second) silencing of somatostatin-positive (SOM) interneurons has almost no effect on spike236

phase, altering mainly the burst firing of place cells, while silencing of parvalbumin-positive (PV) interneurons appears237

to introduce a small shift in average spike phase without compromising phase precession overall (Royer et al., 2012).238

We replicated this experimental protocol by injecting a 1 second negative current pulse into the interneuron as the239

animal crossed the place field. When analyzing the resulting data using the methods of Royer and colleagues, we found240

a shift in spike phase of a similar magnitude and direction to that reported in experimental data (Figure 5-Figure241

Supplement 2A, B). These findings can be explained as follows. The interneuron coordinates the pyramidal cell’s theta242

activity until place field entry so that pyramidal cell spike phase is correctly aligned at the start of the place field.243

Upon interneuron silencing, the pyramidal cell’s activity becomes independent of the theta rhythm, and depends only244

on the slow depolarizing drive. Nevertheless, because the pyramidal cell continues to spike tonically at a frequency245

higher than the theta rhythm during interneuron silencing, its spikes shift in phase continuously (i.e., precess) against246

the theta rhythm over the place field. This precession within the place field, combined with the phase alignment at247

place field entry provided by the interneuron before the onset of optogenetic silencing, generates the apparent phase248

shift of Royer et al. (2012) in the trial-averaged data. In contrast to this transient manipulation, we expect that phase249

precession would be severely disrupted in experiments where phase precessing interneurons are silenced over an entire250

lap, so that the phase at place field entry is not correctly aligned.251

In summary, the model we outline here provides a robust mechanism for phase precession consistent with the circuitry252

in CA1. The model accounts for the key features of phase precession observed in CA1, including the dependence253

on running speed, place field size and dorsoventral location, phase precession along two-dimensional trajectories, the254

coupling of phase precession between place cells and interneurons, dorsoventral traveling theta waves and robustness255

to circuit perturbations.256

Efficient and flexible sequence compression depends on network configuration257

While the model that we propose in Figure 1 generates phase precession using only an isolated place cell and in-258

terneuron, CA1 place cells are embedded into much larger networks in which only 7-11% of neurons are interneurons259

(Woodson et al., 1989; Aika et al., 1994; Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013). The large disparity between the number of place260

cells and interneurons demands that a single interneuron in the model must couple to multiple pyramidal cells and261

generate phase precession in each one. To test if this is possible, we first simulated a single interneuron coupled262

synaptically to two pyramidal cells. We find that, when each pyramidal cell receives a depolarizing drive at a different263

time, the interneuron can be recruited for phase precession independently by each pyramidal cell (Figure 6). In this264

case, the interneuron shows two phase precession fields. As a direct consequence, and in contrast to the case in which265

there is just one active pyramidal cell per interneuron, the model predicts that outside of their suprathreshold firing266
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fields place cells have subthreshold phase precession fields, characterized by transient increases in the frequency of267

their theta-modulated inhibitory input when the other place cell is active (Figure 6B). However, if the pyramidal268

cells have overlapping place fields, these dynamics may be disrupted. In this case, the stronger synaptic input to the269

interneuron from two active place cells may increase its precession frequency (Figure 2C), causing it to precess over270

multiple cycles (Figure 5B). Moreover, as synaptic output from the same interneuron coordinates the theta activity271

of both place cells, their spiking may become synchronized. Thus, a single interneuron can support phase precession272

by more than one place cell, but overlap between the firing fields of place cells coupled to the same interneuron may273

disrupt precession-based codes by shifting the phase of coding relative to position and by causing multiple cycles of274

phase precession within a single firing field.275

Given this potential sensitivity of the circuit to overlap between place fields of cells connected to the same interneuron, it276

is unclear whether our proposed mechanism can be extended to large networks with realistic numbers of interneurons277

and pyramidal cells. To address this we quantify the performance of larger networks while varying the density of278

active place cells per interneuron, and the spatial arrangement of the firing fields of place cells connected to the same279

interneuron (Figure 7A-B). In these networks each pyramidal cell couples to only one interneuron, and these connections280

are bidirectional, so that each interneuron couples to multiple pyramidal cells (see Materials and Methods). This can281

be viewed as a simplified description of the interactions underlying phase precession, with other circuit interactions282

removed. These larger networks successfully compress slow input sequences into fast theta sequences when place field283

maps are sparse with low overlap (Figure 7A top). In contrast, such sequences do not emerge when place field maps284

are dense and have high overlap (Figure 7A bottom).285

To more systematically quantify factors affecting sequence compression within the network, we introduced two distinct286

metrics which measure the extent to which spiking within theta cycles faithfully recapitulates the slow sequence of287

place field inputs. We call these the single-cycle theta sequence metric and the population phase precession metric288

(see Materials and Methods for details). The single-cycle theta sequence metric measures the similarity between slow289

input sequences and individual theta sequences (Figure 7C, solid red line). The population phase precession metric290

measures the robustness and coherence of phase precession in a population of cells, and therefore serves as an averaged291

measure of sequence compression over a dataset (Figure 7C, solid blue line). For these metrics, correlations close292

to zero imply a lack of sequential organization and therefore poor performance, while strong (positive or negative)293

correlations signify the presence of sequence-compressed representations within theta cycles. Using these metrics, we294

tested how sequence compression varies depending on the properties of the place field map within the network. We295

observed decreases in the strength of both individual theta sequences and population phase precession with increasing296

place field density on the track (Figure 7C). Strikingly, this quantitative analysis also revealed that with random place297

field mappings network performance degrades continuously with increasing place field density, whereas with optimal298

place field mappings designed to minimize overlap in the place fields of cells coupled to the same interneuron (Figure299

7B), high performance is maintained over a wider range of place field densities (Figure 7C, dashed red and blue lines).300

In summary, both the number of active place cells in an environment and the spatial organization of their place fields301
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influence the quality of sequence compression. In general, network performance is high when the spatial maps are302

sparse, but high levels of performance can also be maintained in denser spatial maps provided that the place fields of303

cells coupled to the same interneuron are well separated.304

Network reconfiguration can dissociate single-trial phase precession and theta sequences305

Recent evidence suggests that theta sequences and phase precession on single laps may be dissociated under some306

circumstances, such that single-cell precession can occur without spatially ordered theta sequences. For example, on307

the first lap of a novel linear track place cells exhibit phase precession, in that their spikes advance continuously in308

phase against the theta rhythm, but the phase lags between cells are initially uncoordinated and do not generate309

population theta sequences until after further experience (Feng et al., 2015). Similarly, when input from CA3 is310

permanently absent, robust phase precession is observed in each cell while spatially organized theta sequences fail to311

emerge (Middleton and McHugh, 2016). To test whether such a dissociation of phase precession and theta sequences312

is consistent with our model, we asked whether the changes in sequence compression observed in the simulations313

of Figure 7 are caused by changes in the robustness of phase precession in individual place cells, or whether they314

result from changes in the timing relationships between groups of place cells (i.e., a decoherence of phase precession315

in neuronal populations). When we quantified the fidelity of phase precession for individual cells on single laps (see316

Materials and Methods) we found that robust single-unit phase precession persists as place field overlap is increased317

(Figure 7C, gray line), despite the disruption of single-cycle theta sequences and population phase precession. Thus,318

sequence disruption is caused by a decoherence of phase precession within the population. This decoherence is caused319

by indirect interactions amongst place cells with overlapping place fields and shared interneurons (e.g. see Figure320

7-Figure Supplement 1).321

Given this network configuration-dependent disruption of population activity in our model, we wondered if extraneous322

noise impacts phase precession and population sequences, and whether interneuron and pyramidal cell noise have323

similar or dissociable effects on circuit function. We found that with increasing amplitude noise injected into pyramidal324

cells, single-cell phase precession and population sequences were impaired in parallel (Figure 7-Figure Supplement 2A-325

C). This is distinct from increasing place field overlap, which disrupts population sequences but not single-cell phase326

precession. In contrast, increasing noise injected into interneurons disrupts population sequences while leaving phase327

precession intact at the single trial level, revealing an additional mechanism for dissociating phase precession from328

population sequences (Figure 7-Figure Supplement 2D). These results underscore the distinct roles of interneurons329

and pyramidal cells for generating phase precession and population sequences in the model.330

We next sought to establish how the experience dependent reorganization of network activity observed by Feng and331

colleagues might occur. Our model suggests two potential mechanisms. First, plasticity between place cells and332

interneurons could adjust synaptic weights such that place cells with overlapping place fields no longer couple strongly333

to the same interneurons (Figure 7-Figure Supplement 3A). Second, the slow envelope inputs to place cells could334
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rapidly reorganize in order to minimize the overlap of place fields of cells coupled to the same interneurons (Figure335

7-Figure Supplement 3B). If a plasticity mechanism were in place, synaptic changes which allow sequential activity in a336

new environment would cause disruption in previously stored maps. In contrast, place field reorganization could enable337

multiple stable maps to be formed without disruption or interference between different representations. Experimental338

evidence suggests that place field activity is indeed reorganized upon exposure to a novel environment, including a339

sparsification of the CA1 place code and and a decrease in the number of active place cells (Frank et al., 2004; Karlsson340

and Frank, 2008). Whether such a reorganization mediates removal of unwanted place field overlap as we predict here341

is yet to be determined. Further evidence suggests that such a mechanism may depend crucially on plasticity in CA3342

to CA1 connections (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2013). Hence, permanent silencing of CA3 would be expected to disrupt343

CA1 theta sequences without affecting phase precession in our model, as observed by Middleton and McHugh (2016).344

Theta sequences can be generated in a large number of spatial maps345

What constraints does this sensitivity of sequence generation to connectivity impose on spatial mapping? Intuitively,346

as more place cells are connected to a given interneuron, the fraction of place cells that can be active in a given347

environment without interfering with sequence generation becomes smaller. This intuition can be formalized by348

adopting a simplified model in which place cells can map to different locations on a linear track, under the constraint349

that place cells which functionally couple to the same interneuron cannot map to locations within a certain distance of350

each other, which we termed the exclusion zone (see Materials and Methods). With this model, we find the maximum351

fraction of pyramidal cells, F , which can express place fields in a given map is:352

F <
NI
NP

L

D
(1)

where NI , NP are the number of interneurons and pyramidal cells respectively, L is the length of the track and D353

is the size of the exclusion zone (approximately the size of a place field). The above inequality gives a bound on the354

density of the spatial representation. It implies that spatial maps generated by this network must be sparse and that355

the required sparsity depends on the ratio of pyramidal cells to interneurons, and on the size of the place fields. If356

the network is close to this upper bound, there will be a high density of subthreshold phase precession fields in place357

cells and interneurons will phase precess over most of the environment. If instead the network is operating well below358

this upper bound, so that the representation is sparser than the minimum requirement, there will be only occasional359

interneuron and subthreshold phase precession fields. While subthreshold phase precession fields have not yet been360

investigated, the density of reported interneuron phase precession fields can be high (see Figure 2 of Maurer et al.361

(2006)), suggesting that CA1 networks may operate close to this bound.362

Does the non-overlap constraint limit the capacity of the network for the representation of distinct environments363

and contexts? When we quantify the capacity of the network under the non-overlap constraint (see Experimental364
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Procedures), we find that the number of distinct spatial maps, cell assemblies and sequences that can be generated365

by the network are each considerably larger than the number of environments, events or behavioral episodes that an366

animal could encounter within its lifetime. For example, assuming a population of 10,000 pyramidal cells of which 20367

% are active in each map, 1,000 interneurons, an exclusion zone between place fields of 1 meter, a linear track of length368

5 meters and that place field locations can be distinguished with a spatial resolution xres = 10 cm (a conservative369

estimate), the number of spatial maps in which coherent theta sequences are generated is greater than 105000. For370

the same population of cells, assuming each cell assembly consists of 100 pyramidal cells, there over 10500 possible cell371

assemblies, and assuming a phase sequence consists of 7 cell assemblies (Lisman and Idiart, 1995) there are over 101500
372

possible sequences. Hence, despite the constraints imposed by the coupling between groups of pyramidal cells and373

interneurons, the capacity of the network to encode distinct environments, contexts and episodes can be considered374

to be unlimited from an ethological perspective.375

The above analysis quantifies the number of maps under which all pyramidal cells exhibit robust phase precession.376

However, experimental data show a distribution of phase precession strengths in simultaneously recorded pyramidal cell377

populations in CA1 (e.g., Skaggs et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 2009). We therefore asked whether randomly organized378

place field maps in our model might be sufficient to account for typical distributions of single-cell phase precession379

strengths in CA1 populations, despite disruptive place field overlap. In random maps, we found that pyramidal cells380

exhibit a broad range of phase-position correlations (Figure 7-Figure Supplement 4). Even for very dense random381

maps, in which phase precession is severely disrupted on average, a substantial proportion of the population continued382

to exhibit robust phase precession. Thus, even randomly organized place field maps may be sufficient to account for383

experimentally observed phase precession statistics in individual place cells.384

In summary, we find that overlap between the place fields of pyramidal cells which functionally couple to the same385

interneuron can disrupt sequence compression in the network. The level of disruption increases with the number386

of active place cells per interneuron. For random place field mappings, maintaining coherent sequence compression387

requires that place field maps are sparse. By introducing mechanisms to organize place field maps in order to avoid388

interference, coherent sequence compression can be maintained with much larger numbers of active place cells. While389

such mechanisms reduce the number of spatial maps available to the network, we find that even under these constraints,390

there is a practically unlimited capacity for generating distinct spatial maps, cell assemblies and theta sequences in391

the network.392

Flexible compression of arbitrary input sequences allows learning through STDP393

How might downstream neurons receiving synaptic input from place cells use compressed sequences for computation?394

A longstanding hypothesis is that sequence compression enables association of events through spike timing dependent395

plasticity (STDP) (Skaggs et al., 1996). Because STDP acts on events correlated on a timescale of tens of milliseconds396

it is not well suited to directly associating behavioral events (Levy and Steward, 1983; Markram et al., 1997; Magee397
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and Johnston, 1997; Bi and Poo, 1998), but it may act on compressed theta sequences representing several seconds398

of recent and upcoming experiences (Figure 8A, B). Theta sequence compression in conjunction with STDP has been399

suggested to lead to asymmetry in the firing fields of place cells receiving place cell input (Mehta et al., 2002), but the400

use of compressed event sequences as conditioned stimuli in classical associative learning has not been evaluated.401

We consider a population of CA1 pyramidal cells performing sequence compression on its inputs and projecting to402

a downstream neuron which receives a second strong input encoding some particular outcome or event of behavioral403

relevance, termed the unconditioned stimulus (US) (Figure 8B). When the US occurs, the downstream cell signals that404

event by firing action potentials. Importantly, because behavioral events extending up to several seconds into the past405

are represented in an orderly fashion along the descending phase of the theta cycle and events occurring up to several406

seconds into the future are ordered along the ascending phase, sequence compression using theta oscillations generates407

an absolute temporal reference frame in neural time for past, present and future events in real time on which STDP408

can act (Figure 8C).409

The absolute temporal reference frame provided by the theta cycle enables the timing of the downstream US-driven410

action potential to determine the association made. If these downstream action potentials lock to the trough of the411

theta rhythm, a standard STDP rule will cause inputs from place cells centered on locations before the place where412

the US was experienced to undergo an increase in synaptic strength (Figure 8C). This circuit therefore implements413

associative learning, forming an association between the conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. In contrast, if the414

downstream cell were to lock to a theta phase other than the trough, this would introduce a temporal shift to behavioral415

time lags at which potentiation and depression of synapses occurs. For example, a downstream neuron which fires at416

the peak of the theta oscillation will cause a decrease in synaptic strength from neurons representing past locations417

and an increase in synaptic strength from CA1 pyramidal cells representing the future locations (Figure 8D). Thus,418

sequence compression with theta oscillations allows locations, or events, occurring in the past or future to be flexibly419

and selectively associated with a particular outcome by varying the spike phase of the downstream cell. The high420

capacity of the sequence compression mechanism that we propose here enables STDP to act on a practically unlimited421

set of potential behavioral experiences.422

Discussion423

We show that compression of behavioral sequences into spike sequences on a timescale suitable for synaptic learning424

mechanisms can be achieved using a minimal network architecture based on CA1 and its inputs from the medial425

septum. This network architecture implements a novel mechanism for phase precession based on dynamic integration426

of pacemaker and spatial signals by spontaneously active interneurons. Our model accounts for phase precession427

along arbitrary two-dimensional trajectories and across the dorsoventral axis of the hippocampus, and predicts tuning428

required to maintain phase precession with variation in running speed and spatial scale. It reveals that phase precession429

of interneurons, previously assumed to be an epiphenomenon resulting from synaptic inputs from phase precessing430
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place cell assemblies, may instead coordinate phase precession in pyramidal cells. A striking feature of this network is431

its large capacity for sequence generation. We also show how STDP mechanisms can implement classical conditioning432

of sequences encoding future or recent trajectories. Thus, the flexible sequence compression mechanism that we identify433

here may be a substrate for forms of associative learning that store relationships between conditioning stimuli and434

previous or future experiences. Our analysis indicates that sequence generation through single-cell phase precession435

would endow these learning mechanisms with sufficient capacity to operate across an animal’s lifetime.436

Comparison to previous models for phase precession and theta sequence generation437

In the model we propose here the dynamics of signal integration by interneurons are critical to phase precession and438

sequence generation. This is in contrast to previous models for phase precession which focus on place cells. A key439

difference is that interneurons generally exhibit ongoing rhythmic spiking activity throughout an environment, whereas440

place cells are typically silent across most of an environment, showing sustained firing activity only within spatially441

localized place fields. In our model phase precession requires entrainment of spontaneous spiking by a pacemaker input442

and acceleration of spiking due to further excitatory spatial input. The dynamics of our proposed model account for443

phase precession through a full 360 degrees, and suggest mechanisms for speed tuning and dorsoventral organization444

of phase that are consistent with experimental observations. We discuss below how the distinct dynamics of pyramidal445

cells lead to models of phase precession with different properties.446

Previous models for phase precession face challenges in fully accounting for experimentally observed features of theta447

phase precession and sequence generation (see Figure 1-Figure Supplement 1). An initial model for phase precession448

was based on interference between oscillations with different frequencies (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). This model can449

account for phase precession observed through the full 360 degrees of a theta cycle. However, because it generates450

repeated spatial firing fields its predictions map more closely onto the properties of entorhinal grid cells than place451

cells in the hippocampus (O’Keefe and Burgess, 2005). Moreover, to account for phase precession in two dimensions452

interference models require heading modulated speed-dependent oscillatory signals, but experimental evidence for453

signals with the required properties is so far quite limited (Harvey et al. 2009; but see Welday et al. 2011). Other454

models rely on interactions between slow depolarizing inputs to place cells and oscillatory inputs to their soma and /455

or dendrites. These models generate a unidirectional phase advance over the place field using either an asymmetric456

ramp drive (Mehta et al., 2002; Losonczy et al., 2010; Magee, 2001) or using spike train adaptation so that firing ceases457

at the peak of a symmetric place field drive (Harris et al., 2002). However, these models appear able to achieve phase458

advances over the place field of only 180 degrees. Moreover, to avoid phase reversal in later parts of the firing field459

these models rely on sustained depolarization and elevated firing of place cells to maintain an advanced phase, whereas460

for many place cells phase continues to advance after the center of their firing field while firing rate and membrane461

potential depolarization drop (Huxter et al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2009). In contrast to these previous models, the462

network architecture we propose here is able to account for phase precession through 360 degrees, does not require463

sustained depolarization following the place field center, is compatible with single rather than regularly repeating firing464
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fields and does not rely on tuning of upstream velocity controlled oscillators.465

Observations following experimental manipulations of phase precession also constrain models of the underlying circuit466

and cellular mechanisms. Intrahippocampal administration of cannabinoids disrupts temporal organization of CA1467

activity during theta cycles without altering firing rates (Robbe and Buzsáki, 2009), consistent with the scenario in468

our model when place field maps are relatively dense and unorganized (Figure 7) or when high levels of extraneous469

noise are injected into interneurons (Figure 7-Figure Supplement 2). Optogenetic activation of parvalbumin-positive470

interneurons (PV), but not somatostatin-positive interneurons (SOM), disrupts phase precession by shifting the firing471

phase of pyramidal cells towards the trough of the theta cycle (Royer et al., 2012), which is consistent with our model472

if phase precessing interneurons are generally PV-positive (Figure 5-Figure Supplement 2). Following a transient473

silencing of CA1 activity and resetting of the hippocampal theta rhythm, phase precession is relatively unperturbed474

(Zugaro et al., 2005), a finding which is also replicated by our model (Figure 5-Figure Supplement 1).475

Predictions for cellular and synaptic organization of CA1 circuits476

Our proposed model for theta sequence compression makes a number of experimentally testable predictions. These477

can be grouped into core predictions of the model, and ancillary predictions that follow from constraining the model478

parameters to account for experimentally observed features of phase precession and to maximize the quality of sequence479

compression performed by the network. The core predictions are as follows. 1. Silent or inactive pyramidal cells should480

demonstrate subthreshold phase precession fields resulting from inhibitory input when their primary interneuron481

is activated by another place cell. This prediction should be testable through patch clamp recordings in awake482

animals (Harvey et al., 2009; Epsztein et al., 2011). 2. Groups of pyramidal cells which precess in tandem with a483

particular interneuron should have non-overlapping place fields, and if not will exhibit disrupted theta compression.484

This prediction may be testable with high density electrical recordings or advanced imaging methods. 3. Artificially485

depolarizing a place cell to generate a firing rate field should automatically produce phase precession. This requires that486

the interneuron driving phase precession is active, but otherwise should also be testable through awake patch-clamp487

recordings. 4. Phase precession in place cells should be accompanied by the presence of strong, phase precessing488

inhibitory synaptic inputs. 5. Entrainment of septal GABAergic inputs should set the basal theta frequency, but489

precession of CA1 interneurons and place cells against this basal theta should remain intact over a range of frequencies.490

6. Phase precessing interneurons should show reciprocal synaptic connections onto pyramidal cells, and the interneuron491

to pyramidal cell synapse should be sufficiently strong to synchronize theta activity. 7. Sustained inactivation (e.g.,492

over an entire lap) of phase precessing interneurons should abolish pyramidal cell phase precession.493

Tuning of our model to account for experimentally observed features of phase precession leads to further predictions494

about expected properties of the network components. 1. Stable phase precession across different running speeds495

emerges when phase precessing interneurons receive a velocity-modulated excitatory drive and a pacemaker drive with496

velocity-dependent amplitude. 2. A dorsoventral gradient in excitation to phase precessing interneurons, alongside497
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a gradient in pacemaker amplitude and excitatory synaptic strength, simultaneously generates dorsoventral traveling498

theta waves and changes in precession slope across the dorsoventral axis. We note that these ancillary predictions499

pertain only to the specific implementations that we have considered, and that alternative mechanisms are possible500

within the model circuitry. For example, dorsoventral traveling waves could equally emerge from a gradient in the501

phase of pacemaker input within our model, and alternative mechanisms for generating velocity-dependence of phase502

precession may also be possible within the circuit.503

Because there is a greater number of pyramidal cells than interneurons in CA1, our model requires that each phase504

precessing interneuron couples to several pyramidal cells. For successful sequence generation pyramidal cells which505

couple to the same interneuron must have largely non-overlapping place fields. This constraint leads to predictions for506

network topographies that support and determine the quality of sequence compression. 1. For randomly organized507

place field maps, reducing the density of firing rate fields in the pyramidal cell population increases the quality of the508

sequence-compressed representation of behavioral events. 2. Sequence compression can be maintained with maximal509

performance at far greater place field densities when these place fields are organized so as to minimize coactivity510

of pyramidal cells which precess with the same interneuron. Interestingly, this implies that CA1 does not exhibit511

topographically organized place field maps. This is consistent with an apparent lack of anatomical organization of512

place cells (Redish et al., 2001; Dombeck et al., 2010). 3. Because the maximum place field density is determined by513

the ratio of phase precessing interneurons to pyramidal cells, and because experimentally observed coding densities514

appear to increase along the dorsoventral axis, either: there are more phase precessing interneurons per pyramidal cell515

in the ventral hippocampus, the fraction of silent pyramidal cells in the ventral hippocampus is higher, or sequences are516

disrupted in the ventral hippocampus. When the constraint underlying these predictions is violated population theta517

sequences can be disrupted despite the presence of single-cell phase precession on individual laps. This may explain518

the dissociation of phase precession and theta sequences during exploration of novel environments (Feng et al., 2015)519

and when CA3 is silenced (Middleton and McHugh, 2016). In order to avoid such disruption of sequential activity,520

our model requires that CA1 networks can learn to decorrelate spatial maps following global remapping, most likely521

via a reorganization of firing rate fields in order to remove disruptive place field overlap. Understanding the learning522

rules and circuit mechanisms underlying such a decorrelation poses an interesting challenge, and points towards523

the importance of investigating the initial reorganization and stabilization of place field maps in novel environments524

(Frank et al., 2004; Karlsson and Frank, 2008), with a particular focus on the emergence of spatiotemporally structured525

representations within theta cycles (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2013; Feng et al., 2015).526

The model that we propose automatically compresses slow sequences of inputs occurring on timescales of seconds into527

fast sequences of spiking activity within each cycle of the network theta rhythm. This mechanism could in principle528

be implemented in parallel with some previously proposed mechanisms for phase precession. For example, in addition529

to inputs from local interneurons considered here, dendritic and somatic interference in pyramidal cells might also530

contribute to the phase advance over the first half of the place field (Magee, 2001; Losonczy et al., 2010), and oscillatory531

or phase precessing inputs from CA3 and entorhinal cortex might contribute to membrane phase in CA1 place cells532
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(Chance, 2012; Jaramillo et al., 2014). Moreover, additional architectures could extend our proposed model. For533

example, in brain areas such as CA3 and entorhinal cortex, attractor mechanisms may generate the firing rate fields534

through local circuit interactions (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997), such that the circuit mechanism proposed535

here generates theta phase precession when excitatory neurons are driven by slow depolarizing inputs arising from536

within the local circuitry.537

Roles for sequence compression in memory functions of the hippocampus538

How might theta sequences generated by pyramidal-interneuron interactions contribute to hippocampal-dependent539

learning and memory? Our analysis suggests a scenario in which, during theta oscillations, CA1 provides a time-540

compressed ongoing narrative of behavioral episodes (Figures 1-7). This enables downstream STDP mechanisms to541

form associations between ongoing behavioral events and specific outcomes such as reward or punishment (Figure542

8). During sharp wave ripple events the CA1 network can then explore its state space and thereby test outcomes of543

different behavioral choices based on associations stored during theta activity (e.g., Singer et al., 2013; Gomperts et al.,544

2015). This allows a form of mental exploration in which possible behavioral sequences can be simulated and the likely545

outcomes determined based on associations learned during theta states (Hopfield, 2010). The model that we suggest546

here provides a mechanism for real-time generation of theta sequences with capacity for storing novel associations547

experienced across an animal’s lifetime.548

This proposed framework makes several additional experimentally testable predictions for neurons downstream from549

CA1. First, we predict that, during theta states, the spiking of downstream neurons encoding unconditioned stimuli is550

locked to the theta rhythm, but is not strongly influenced by the activation of specific cell assemblies in CA1. During551

sharp wave ripple events that take place following learning, we predict that activation of these same downstream552

neurons can be driven by cell assemblies in CA1 whose outputs were previously associated with the conditioned553

stimulus. In line with these predictions, reward responsive neurons in the VTA lock more strongly to the hippocampal554

theta rhythm than non-reward responsive neurons, and VTA neurons that lock more strongly to the hippocampal theta555

rhythm exhibit greater coordination with CA1 cell assemblies representing reward locations during awake sharp wave556

ripple events (Gomperts et al., 2015). Second, to form associations between conditioned stimuli and rewards occurring557

in the future, present or past on behavioral timescales, the proposed learning mechanism predicts that the timing of558

downstream reward-encoding neurons relative to the theta rhythm should shift, firing near the peak for future rewards559

and near the trough when rewards have been obtained. This behavior has been observed in reward-encoding neurons560

in the ventral striatum, which precess in phase relative to the hippocampal theta rhythm as the animal approaches a561

reward site (van der Meer and Redish, 2011). Hence, during theta states a primary function of interneurons in CA1562

and other hippocampal structures may be to support compression of ongoing events into neuronal sequences in order563

to store associations in synaptic projections to downstream brain areas, which may then be utilized during sharp wave564

ripple events for mental exploration, planning and decision making.565
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Materials and Methods566

Reduced model of interneuron phase dynamics567

To understand how phase precession emerges in the circuit of Figure 1, we developed a reduced model of an isolated568

interneuron driven by a constant excitatory current and a pacemaker current (Figure 2A). In this simplified descrip-569

tion, we treat the interneuron as an oscillator whose baseline frequency ω(I) is determined by the amplitude of the570

depolarizing current I through its f-I curve (note that we do not make any explicit assumptions about the form of571

this f-I curve in the reduced model, although in Figure 2 we assumed a linear f-I curve). We consider the pacemaker572

input as a weak perturbation to this oscillator, which allows a reduced description of the interneuron in which only its573

phase is considered (e.g., Ermentrout et al., 1986). We show below that under some general assumptions the following574

equation is obtained (Adler, 1946):575

d∆φ(t)

dt
= ∆ω −A sin(∆φ(t)) (2)

where: ∆φ = φ − θ is the instantaneous phase difference between the interneuron and the pacemaker input; the576

detuning ∆ω(I) = ω(I) − ωθ is the frequency difference between the pacemaker input and the intrinsic frequency of577

the interneuron in the absence of pacemaker input; A is the synchronization factor, which depends on the amplitude578

of pacemaker input and on the intrinsic properties of the interneuron (we describe this dependence in the derivation579

below). This equation approximates the phase relationship of the interneuron to the pacemaker input for different580

strengths of pacemaker drive and excitatory drive.581

For a constant input current, Equation (2) generates two distinct dynamical states depending on the relative values of582

A and ∆ω (i.e., depending on the amplitude of pacemaker input and excitatory input to the interneuron). The first is583

stable phase locking and the second is phase precession. Phase locking occurs when |∆ω/A| < 1, with a stable locking584

phase of ∆φlock = arcsin
(

∆ω
A

)
(Figure 2B). Phase precession occurs when |∆ω/A| > 1, where there are no stable585

phases and the interneuron precesses continuously, but nonlinearly, in phase against the pacemaker input (Figure 2C).586

To derive the Equation (2) and the dynamics described above, we assume that the pacemaker input is weak so that587

we may introduce an approximation based on its infinitesimal phase response curve z(φ). Specifically, the dynamics588

of an oscillator with frequency ω driven weakly by an external perturbation Q(t) can be approximated by the reduced589

phase model:590

dφ

dt
= ω + z(φ)Q(t) (3)

where amplitude variations have been neglected. To model the case of an oscillator driven by a weak pacemaker591
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(i.e., an interneuron driven by the septal theta rhythm) we consider a perturbation of the form Q(t) = Q0 cos(θ(t)).592

Equation (3) can then be expressed as:593

d∆φ

dt
= ∆ω + z(θ + ∆φ)Q0 cos(θ(t)) (4)

where ∆φ = φ − θ and ∆ω = ω − ωθ. If z is also sinusoidal, the above equation can be further approximated by594

averaging out fast fluctuations to obtain Equation (2). To see this, we define the theta-average of a variable X as:595

〈X〉θ =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

Xdθ (5)

Averaging out fluctuations on a sub-theta cycle timescale then gives:596

〈
d∆φ

dt

〉
θ

= ∆ω +Q0 〈z(θ + ∆φ) cos(θ)〉θ (6)

which for sinusoidal phase response curves of the form z(φ) = z0 − z1 sin(φ) is:597

〈
d∆φ

dt

〉
θ

= ∆ω +Q0 〈cos(θ) (z0 − z1 sin(θ + ∆φ))〉θ (7)

= ∆ω −Q0z1 〈cos(θ) sin(θ + ∆φ)〉θ (8)

= ∆ω − 1

2
Q0z1 〈sin(2θ + ∆φ) + sin(∆φ)〉θ (9)

≈ ∆ω − 1

2
Q0z1 sin(∆φ) (10)

where in the last line it was assumed that ∆φ does not change over a single theta cycle. This recovers Equation (2)598

and provides an explicit formula for the synchronization factor in terms of the phase response curve and pacemaker599

drive A = Q0z1/2. In other words, the synchronization factor depends on the amplitude of pacemaker drive and the600

sinusoidal component of the phase response curve of the interneuron.601

The general solution to Equation (2) is given by:602

∆φ(t) = 2 arctan

A−√(∆ω)2 −A2 tan
(

1
2

√
(∆ω)2 −A2(c− t)

)
∆ω

 (11)

where c is a constant determined by the initial conditions. This equation is valid for both the phase locking and phase603

precession regimes. In the case of phase precession, where |∆ω/A| > 1, this gives the following precession frequency:604
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f =
√

(∆ω)2 −A2/2π (12)

which is obtained by noting that tan is a π-periodic function, while arctan is a monotonic function. Assuming that605

the phase precession frequency scales with running speed v and field size as f = v/(2R), where R is the radius of the606

place field (Chadwick et al., 2015), we obtain a constraint on the detuning and synchronization factor:607

(∆ω)2 = A2 + (πv/R)2 (13)

which shows how the phase precession frequency can be controlled across running speeds and dorsoventral locations608

by changing the strength of pacemaker input and excitatory drive to interneurons.609

For the stable phase locking case, where |∆ω/A| < 1, the expression for precession frequency yields complex values.610

To recover the steady state locking dynamics shown in Figure 2B, note that for complex arguments the tan function in611

Equation (11) becomes a tanh, and in the limit t→∞ this tanh term tends to 1 so that ∆φ(t) becomes independent612

of t and the initial condition c. The rate at which the decay to steady state occurs will therefore vary with |(∆ω)/A|.613

Numerical simulations614

Simulations were performed using the Brian simulator (Goodman and Brette, 2009).615

Neuron model616

We modeled the network using leaky integrate and fire neurons with conductance based synapses. For example,617

excitatory neurons were modeled by the following equation:618

dVm(t)

dt
= − (Vm(t)− E0) /τm −

NI∑
j=1

gI,j(t) (Vm(t)− EI) /Cm + IExt/Cm + σnη(t)/
√
τm (14)

where Vm is the membrane potential, E0 is the resting potential, τm is the membrane time constant, gI,j is the619

conductance of the synapse from presynaptic interneuron j, EI is the inhibitory reversal potential, IExt is an external620

current input, σn is the noise amplitude and η is a random variable drawn from a standard normal distribution at each621

timestep. When the membrane potential Vm reaches the threshold Vθ, a spike occurs and the membrane potential is622

reset to Vr.623

The synaptic conductances were governed by exponentially decaying conductances according to:624
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dgI,j(t)

dt
= −gI,j/τI +

∑
i

wjδ
(
t− t(j)i

)
(15)

where t
(j)
i is ith spike of cell j and wj the synaptic weight. Inhibitory neurons were modeled in the same way, but625

receiving excitatory rather than inhibitory synaptic conductances.626

External inputs627

For interneurons, the external current was of the form:628

IIExt = II0 − Iθ cos (ωθt) (16)

where Iθ is the amplitude of the pacemaker current. To simulate a trajectory through a place field, the external629

current injected into the place cell was of the form:630

IEExt(t) = IE exp

(
−|x(t)− xc|2

2σ2

)
(17)

where x(t) = x0 + vt is the trajectory of the animal through the place field. For simulations through the edge of the631

place field (Figure 5A) the trajectory was a straight line offset from the place field center xc by 14 cm, otherwise the632

trajectory passed through the center.633

Synaptic connectivity634

To simulate large scale networks in Figure 7, synaptic weights from pyramidal cell i to interneuron j were defined as:635

wEij = Cijw
E (18)

where Cij is a connectivity matrix with binary entries Cij ∈ {0, 1} and wE is the strength of excitatory synapses in636

the network. The connectivity matrix satisfies the following conditions:
∑
j Cij = 1 for all i and

∑
i Cij = Np/NI for637

all j. This ensures that each pyramidal cell connects to exactly one interneuron and that each interneuron receives638

connections from the same number of pyramidal cells. Similarly, synaptic weights from interneuron j to pyramidal639

cell i were defined as:640

wIji = (Cij)
TwI (19)
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where the inhibitory connectivity matrix is simply the transpose of the excitatory connectivity matrix. This ensures641

that interneurons project to the same pyramidal cells from which they receive connections. There were no synaptic642

connections between neurons of the same type.643

Model parameters644

The following parameters were fixed, independent of running speed:645

τ Im = 40 ms, τEm = 20 ms, Vθ = −50 mV, Vr = −70 mV, V0 = −65 mV, CIm = 200 pF, CEm = 155 pF, τI = 10 ms,646

τE = 2 ms, EI = −70 mV, EE = 0 mV, fθ = 8 Hz, wE = 0.5 nS, wI = 25 nS, σ = 40 cm and a simulation time step647

of 0.1 ms.648

Running speed dependence649

We varied several parameters to model the changes with running speed. Firstly, the injected current into the place cell650

depends on running speed according to Equation (17), where the width of the Gaussian in time varies with running651

speed. In addition to the temporal duration of current injection (as determined by the trajectory x(t)), the amplitude652

of current input IE was varied with running speed. In addition, the noise to the place cell was varied with running653

speed. The amplitude and noise term were varied so that the width of the place field (measured as the distance from654

first to last spike on a single lap) and the number of spikes fired during a pass through a place field were constant across655

running speeds. Increasing noise tends to spread out the place field, whereas increasing the input current amplitude656

tends to increase both the number of spikes fired and the width.657

The inputs to the interneuron were also running speed dependent. Specifically, the pacemaker amplitude Iθ and the658

baseline current II0 were varied with running speed. By lowering the pacemaker amplitude, the range of inputs currents659

over which phase locking occurs is reduced, but the nonlinear transition from phase locking to phase precession is660

less severe. This effectively allows a wider range of currents over which slow phase precession can be achieved and661

increases the stability of phase precession within this range. For these reasons, we reduced the pacemaker amplitude662

at lower running speeds and also reduced the baseline current so as to allow a slow precession frequency.663

The depolarizing current input (in pA) to the interneuron as a function of velocity (in cm/s) was set as:664

II0 = 79.5 + 0.027v (20)

The septal pacemaker input was:665

Iθ = 0.065v (21)
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The amplitude of current injection into the place cell was:666

IE = 110 + 0.5v (22)

The noise to the place cell (in mV) was varied with running speed as:667

σEn = 1.75− 0.025v (23)

Simulation of Transient Intrahippocampal Perturbation668

To model to experimental protocol of Zugaro et al. (2005), we repeated the simulation with parameters as described669

above (with running speed v = 40 cm/s) and in addition injected a negative current of amplitude 50 pA into the670

pyramidal cell and 20 pA to the interneuron for a duration of 200 ms, centered on the peak of the place field input,671

while simultaneously resetting the phase of the pacemaker drive. These parameters were sufficient to generate silencing672

for around 200-250 ms in both cells.673

Simulation of Interneuron Silencing Experiment674

To model the experimental protocol of Royer et al. (2012), we again repeated the simulation with parameters as675

described above (v = 40 cm/s), but in this case delivered a negative current of amplitude 10 pA to the interneuron for676

a duration of 1 second. This was sufficient to silence the interneuron for the duration of the current injection. In the677

first simulation, silencing was centered on the peak of the place field input. 1050 laps were simulated, and the data678

were then pooled and averaged to generate Figure 5-Figure Supplement 2A, B (see Royer et al. (2012) for details of679

data analysis). In the second simulation , silencing was centered on a random location within 20 cm of the peak of680

the place field input. We performed this additional simulation to account for the fact that silencing was centered on a681

fixed portion of the track in the protocol of Royer and colleagues, so that the place cells analyzed typically were only682

silenced over part of their place field. We simulated again simulated 1050 laps, with silencing centered on a different683

location in each lap, and then pooled and averaged the resulting data (Figure 5-Figure Supplement 2C, D).684

Dorsoventral changes685

To model changes in theta dynamics along the dorsoventral axis, we simultaneously varied the place field width σ,686

noise σEn , excitatory synaptic weight wE , depolarizing current to interneurons IE0 and the pacemaker drive Iθ. For687

Figure 4A, B, only IE0 was varied and all other parameters were as above. For Figure 4C, D, we chose two parameter688

sets representing the dorsal and ventral poles. For the dorsal pole, the parameters were: σ = 45 cm; σEn = 0.7 mV;689
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II0 = 80.455 pA; Iθ = 1.95 pA; wE = 0.53 nS. For the ventral pole, the parameters were: σ = 600 cm; σEn = 3 mV;690

II0 = 79.525 pA; Iθ = 0.12 pA; wE = 0.081 nS. In both cases, the running speed was set to v = 30 cm/s.691

Calculation of precession frequency692

To estimate the theta frequency of the simulated neurons, the membrane potential was bandpass filtered at 6.25− 10693

Hz and the instantaneous phase was calculated via a Hilbert transform. The phase was unwrapped then and smoothed694

using a moving average of width 250 ms and the gradient was calculated at each time point to obtain the instantaneous695

frequency.696

To determine the precession frequency at different running speeds, we calculated the average membrane frequency697

within a radius of 15 cm around the place field center on each pass through the place field. To remove artefactual698

frequency estimates arising due to the bursting dynamics within theta cycles, we excluded individual runs based on699

the variability of the instantaneous place cell frequency within this 15 cm radius. Specifically, we excluded runs on700

which the standard deviation was greater than 1.75 times the mean standard deviation over all runs at that speed.701

This excludes cases in which the estimated frequency fluctuated rapidly on a short timescale.702

Analysis of phase precession statistics703

To estimate the strength of phase precession in each pyramidal cell (the single-cell phase precession metric), we704

calculated the Pearson correlation between the vector of spike phases Φ and the vector of the animal’s location X705

at the time of each spike on a single lap. The phase offset was chosen in order to minimize this correlation, i.e. to706

obtain the most negative possible (strongest) correlation between spike phase and the animal’s location (Foster and707

Wilson, 2007; Feng et al., 2015). Specifically, given the vectors X and Φ, we calculated the correlation ρ(X,Φ + φ̃),708

where φ̃ = argminφ(ρ(X,Φ + φ)). This metric was also to measure single-cell phase precession pooled over multiple709

laps (Figure 7-Figure Supplement 4).710

To obtain the measure of population phase precession (the population phase precession metric), we pooled the spikes of711

all pyramidal cells on a single lap. We again calculated the correlation between the vector of pooled spike phases Φpop712

and the vector whose entries are given by the distance of the animal from the place field center of the corresponding cell713

in the pooled spike phase vector at the time of that spike Xpop. As for the single cell case, the phase offset was chosen in714

order to minimize this correlation by calculating ρ(Xpop,Φpop+φ̃pop), where φ̃pop = argminφpop
(ρ(Xpop,Φpop+φpop)).715

To measure the strength of sequential activity in the population (the single-cycle theta sequence metric), we analyzed716

the data on a cycle-by-cycle basis. For each cycle, the Pearson correlation between the vector of spike times in the717

population and the vector whose entries are given by the place field center corresponding to each spike in this first718

vector was calculated. Theta windows for this method had a temporal width equal to the period of the pacemaker719

input to the network. The offset of theta windows was given by the phase offset φ̃pop which maximized the population720
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phase precession measure for that lap. This allows for the possibility of an offset between the simulated CA1 network721

theta activity and the septal input oscillation.722

Place field mapping723

For network simulations, the number of simulated pyramidal cells was held constant (Np = 1000) and the number of724

interneurons was varied. This choice was made to avoid changes in correlation values introduced by changes in sample725

size. The number of interneurons was always chosen to be a divisor of the number of pyramidal cells so that there726

was an equal number of place cells for each interneuron. Each simulated place cell was given exactly one place field.727

For random place field mapping, place field locations were generated by a uniform distribution over a linear track.728

For optimal place field mapping, place field locations were defined so that the place cells associated with a single729

interneuron were equally spaced along the track and so that the entire population of place cells uniformly covered the730

track.731

Reduced model of remapping with non-overlap constraint732

Here we quantify the capacity of the network under the assumption that pyramidal cells which couple to the same733

interneuron cannot have overlapping place fields. We use three distinct measures of the network capacity: the number734

of spatial maps at a given spatial acuity; the number of cell assemblies; the number of phase sequences. These735

derivations were used to provide the capacity estimates stated in the main text.736

Number of distinct spatial maps737

To determine the number of spatial maps available in the network, we considered a simplified model in which each738

place cell can map to a set of discrete locations on a linear track of length L. Specifically, the track is divided into739

equal bins of size xres = L/Nbins, where Nbins is the number of bins and xres determines the spatial resolution of the740

place map. To avoid finite size effects, we assume periodic boundary conditions (i.e., a circular track). The number741

of place fields to be mapped onto the track depends on both the number of place cells Np and the average number742

of place fields per place cell F (which can be greater or less than one). Given a number of interneurons NI , the743

population of Np place cells is divided into NI equal subsets, so that each interneuron is associated with the same744

number of place cells. We assume that there is an exclusion zone of size D which sets the minimum distance for which745

place cells associated with the same interneuron can be mapped, so that Nd = D/xres is the minimum separation in746

terms of the number of bins. In general, multiple cells may map to the same bin, or no cells may map onto a given747

bin, provided that the non-overlap constraint is obeyed.748

We can then consider the number of ways in which FNp place fields can be mapped onto the track without violating749

this constraint. We can calculate this number by counting the number of possible choices for each for each place field750
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i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ FNp. For the first place field i = 1, there are NpNbins possible choices, since we can choose from Np751

place cells and Nbins spatial locations. For the next choice i = 2, there are NpNbins − NdNp/NI choices, due to the752

exclusion zone about the first cell, which excludes Np/NI cells from being mapped onto Nd of the possible bins. In753

general, there are NpNbins − (i− 1)NdNp/NI for the ith choice. Hence, the total number of combinations is:754

N =

FNp∏
i=1

(
NpNbins − (i− 1)

Np
NI

Nd

)
(24)

which can be simplified by noting that Nd = NbinsD/L so that:755

N = (NpNbins)
FNp

FNp∏
i=1

(
1− (i− 1)

D

LNI

)
(25)

The above analysis gives the number of ordered choices of place cells and spatial bins, but overcounts the number of756

distinct maps by allowing the same map to be obtained through multiple choice sequences. This can be corrected by757

a factor of (FNp)! to obtain the number of distinct maps:758

Nmaps =
(NpNbins)

FNp

(FNp)!

FNp∏
i=1

(
1− (i− 1)

D

LNI

)
(26)

Taking the logarithm and applying Stirling’s approximation gives:759

logNmaps ≈ FNp (1 + logL− log xres − logF ) +

FNp∑
i=1

log

(
1− (i− 1)

D

LNI

)
(27)

This equation was used to determine the number of spatial maps under which coherent theta sequences can be760

generated, as stated in the main text.761

Number of cell assemblies762

In addition to analyzing the number of spatial maps available to the network, we also considered the number of distinct763

cell assemblies which can be generated by the network without causing disruption. We define a cell assembly to be a764

set of coactive cells. We now calculate the number of cell assemblies which contain n place cells under the non-overlap765

constraint. To construct a cell assembly satisfying the constraint, it is sufficient to simply select n distinct interneurons766

and then select a place cell associated with each interneuron. The number of possible cell assemblies NCA is therefore:767

NCA =

(
NI
n

)(
NP
NI

)n
; n ≤ NI (28)
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As before, we can simplify this using Stirling’s approximation:768

log (NCA) ≈ NI logNI − (NI − n) log (NI − n) + n (logNp − logNI − log n) (29)

We used this equation to estimate the number of cell assemblies that can be expressed in the network under the769

parameter assumptions stated in the main text.770

Number of phase sequences771

Finally, we considered how many phase sequences the network can generate without introducing disruption. A phase772

sequence is defined as an ordered set of cell assemblies (Hebb, 1949). We assume that a phase sequence is a discrete773

sequence of m cell assemblies, and that no two cells in a phase sequence can couple to the same interneuron. A phase774

sequence can then be constructed by repeatedly constructing cell assemblies as above, where the available interneurons775

for each subsequent cell assembly are given by those not already selected in previous assemblies within the sequence.776

The number of phase sequences NPS is then:777

NPS =

m∏
i=1

(
NI − (i− 1)n

n

)(
NP
NI

)n
; n ≤ NI

m
(30)

which can be approximated as:778

logNPS ≈
m∑
i=1

[(NI − (i− 1)n) log (NI − (i− 1)n)− (NI − in) log (NI − in) + n (logNp − logNI − log n)] (31)

Again, this equation was used to estimate the capacity of the network to generate distinct sequences as stated in the779

main text.780
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Figure Legends943

Figure 1: A minimal CA1 circuit model for theta phase precession. (A) An interneuron (red) is driven by a pacemaker
theta oscillation from the medial septum. The interneuron synapses reciprocally onto a pyramidal cell (blue). The
pyramidal cell is driven by slower external inputs occurring over behavioral timescales. (B) - (E) A simulation of this
network as the animal crosses the place field of the pyramidal cell. (B) Interneuron spiking activity (red lines) and
pyramidal cell spikes (blue lines) and membrane potential (blue trace). (C) A sample of the interneuron spike train
when the pyramidal cell is inactive (i.e., outside of the place field), with the pacemaker rhythm overlaid for reference.
In this case, the interneuron locks to the pacemaker input. (D) A sample of the interneuron and pyramidal cell spike
trains inside the place field. In this case, the interneuron precesses in phase against the pacemaker input and the
pyramidal cell fires in bursts which also precess in phase. (E) The membrane frequency in the theta band and the
spike phases of the interneuron (red) and pyramidal cell (blue) corresponding to the data shown in parts (A)-(D).
Phases are replicated over two cycles for clarity. Note that the pyramidal cell fires up to two spikes per theta cycle in
this simulation.
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Figure 1-Figure Supplement 1: Table comparing the proposed model to previous models of phase precession. Our
model is the first to successfully explain speed-modulation of precession frequency, two-dimensional phase precession
and 360 degrees of phase precession without introducing unobserved circuit components, directionally modulated
external inputs or inputs with speed-modulated oscillation frequencies.
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Figure 2: Phase precession and phase locking in a reduced model of an interneuron driven by depolarizing current
and weak pacemaker drive. (A) Schematic of model. (B)-(C) Steady state dynamics for a constant depolarizing drive,
assuming a linear f-I curve. (B) Phase locking as a function of input current. (C) Precession frequency as a function of
input current. For sufficiently strong currents, the interneuron oscillates with a frequency above that of the pacemaker
(phase precession). For sufficiently weak currents, the interneuron oscillates more slowly than the pacemaker (phase
regression). Note that for more biophysical f-I curves the phase regression regime may be absent, for example if the
frequency of the neuron is already above that of the pacemaker when driven by a threshold level input current (i.e.,
at rheobase). (D)-(E) Evolution of interneuron phase during a transient, slowly varying current injection. (D) Input
currents with Gaussian profiles and a range of amplitudes. (E) Interneuron phase as a function of time, for each
current profile shown in (D), showing a total of one cycle of phase precession for stronger drives and only transient
phase precession before reversing in phase for weaker drives (purple).

Figure 2-Figure Supplement 1: Phase precession is robust to the temporal profile of excitatory drive. Square pulse
excitatory currents (A), upward-going asymmetric ramps (C) and downward-going asymmetric ramps (E) are each
able to drive 360 degrees of phase precession (B, D and E). Continuous phase precession through the firing field
requires sufficiently strong excitatory drive, but is independent of the shape of the drive. This is in contrast to models
that integrate an asymmetric input with a dendritic oscillation.
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Figure 3: Running speed dependence of phase precession. (A) Illustration of the model circuit. To account for running
speed dependence, pacemaker amplitude and depolarizing current amplitude are increased linearly with running speed.
(B) Examples of phase precession at a slow and fast running speed, where the pacemaker amplitude and depolarizing
current to interneurons are varied. (C) Phase precession frequency as a function of running speed. Individual dots
illustrate the estimated precession frequency on a single lap.

Figure 4: Theta dynamics across the dorsoventral axis. (A) Inputs to interneurons across the dorsoventral axis
hypothesized to produce a gradient in theta phase. (B) Interneuron spike phases for three simulations with different
depolarizing currents. (C) Interneuron locking phase vs depolarizing current (cf. Figure 2B). (D) A circuit model,
and its dependence on dorsoventral location, which could produce simultaneous traveling theta waves and gradients in
precession slope. (E) Phase precession in a ventral place cell/interneuron pair (place field size 10 meters). (F) Phase
precession in a dorsal place cell/interneuron pair (place field size 0.3 meters). Note the change in both locking phase
and precession slope from dorsal to ventral.
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Figure 5: Robustness of phase precession to changes in the strength of place field drive. (A) Failure to precess through
one full cycle. In this case, the external inputs were not strong enough to drive the interneuron past the threshold
to be pulled into the next theta cycle, and instead it is pulled back towards the phase it started at. This is also seen
in an initial increase followed by a decrease in frequency as the cell advances before reversing in phase against the
pacemaker. (B) Precession through two full cycles. In this simulation, the amplitude of the slow envelope current was
increased. This results in an increased firing rate of the pyramidal cell and hence an increased excitatory input to the
interneuron. As a result, the interneuron received enough drive to pass through two cycles of pacemaker input. (C)
The probability of an interneuron precessing through one, two, or three cycles of pacemaker theta phase as a function
of the amplitude of the depolarizing envelope current onto the place cell. (D) The number of spikes fired by the place
cell (with standard deviation shown as error bars) as a function of the amplitude of depolarizing envelope current. (E)
The probability of the interneuron precessing through one, two, or three cycles of pacemaker theta phase replotted as
a function of the number of spikes fired by the place cell.
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Figure 5-Figure Supplement 1: Phase precession is robust to transient intrahippocampal perturbation. Zugaro et al.
(2004) demonstrated that spike phase precession persists after transient inactivation of the hippocampus. To address
whether our model can account for these observations we simulated transient silencing of interneurons and pyramidal
cells and simultaneous reset of the external pacemaker. Three representative example simulations are shown. In
each case, phase precession resumes following the transient perturbation (cf. Figure 3 of Zugaro et al., 2004). Left
column: The theta phase (black trace), interneuron membrane potential and spikes (red) and pyramidal cell membrane
potential and spikes (blue). Right column: The interneuron and pyramidal cell spike phases relative to the pacemaker
theta rhythm. Black bars show periods of silencing.
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Figure 5-Figure Supplement 2: Perturbation of spike phase during interneuron silencing. Royer et al. (2012) showed
that phase precession by pyramidal cells is maintained following transient silencing of PV neurons, while the phase can
appear to shift. To examine whether our model can account for these observations we simulated transient inhibition
of interneurons. (A-B) When interneurons were silenced for 1 second, centered on the place cell’s firing field, phase
precession was maintained and on average spike phase appears to advance. (A) Average spike phase (± circular
standard error) across 5 bins spanning the length of the place field, for the control simulation and for simulations
in which interneurons are silenced (cf. Figure 7c in Royer et al., 2012). (B) The mean shift in spike phase in each
bin (cf. Figure 7b in Royer et al., 2012). The relatively minor effects of interneuron silencing in our simulations is a
result of the phase locking of cells outside of the place field (before interneuron silencing begins), which ensures that
pyramidal cells begin spiking at the correct phase upon place field entry. Despite the lack of any theta coordination
via interneuron input inside the place field, their tonic spiking over the place field combined with the correct phase
alignment at place field entry is sufficient to generate results similar to those of Royer et al. in the averaged data.
(C-D) Simulations as for (A-B), but with silencing of interneurons centered on a random location within 20 cm of the
place field center, which may better approximate the conditions in Royer et al. (2012). In these simulations phase
precession is again maintained, while the phase change is reduced. Thus, when optogenetic silencing only covers part of
the place field, interneuron inputs in the unsilenced portion of the place field further reduce the amount of disruption
in the averaged data.
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Figure 6: Recruitment of an interneuron for phase precession by multiple pyramidal cells. (A) Circuit diagram showing
two pyramidal cells connected to the same interneuron, receiving slow envelope currents at different points in time.
(B) Simulation of this circuit showing the intrinsic theta frequency, spike phases and membrane potentials. When
the blue cell recruits the interneuron for phase precession as the animal crosses its place field, this is also reflected in
phase precession of the membrane potential oscillation of the green cell while the animal is outside of its firing field
(and vice versa).
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Figure 7: Compression of slow input sequences in CA1 networks. (A) Network simulations at low and high mapping
densities. For sparse, random place field maps, input sequences are compressed into robust theta sequences. For dense,
random place field maps, no such sequence compression is observed. (B) Top: Examples of optimal maps given two
different place field densities. A set of place cells attached to the same interneuron are mapped onto a linear track. In
an optimal map, their place field centers are organized such that their overlap is minimized. For a certain number of
place cells per interneuron (here, four) overlap occurs even for an optimal map. Bottom: Example of random maps.
The location of each place field on the track is drawn from a uniform probability distribution. In this case, a larger
number of place cells per interneuron causes an increase in the probability that place fields will overlap. (C) Network
performance vs number of active place cells per interneuron. As more place cells become active (or the number of
interneurons is decreased), the compression of inputs into theta sequences is degraded. This is caused by a drop in the
coherence of phase precession in the population, despite a relatively constant phase-position correlation in individual
place cells on single laps. Note that while the population phase precession metric approaches zero, the single-cycle
theta sequence metric remains unequal to zero due to the slow movement of activity through the population on a
behavioral timescale.
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Figure 7-Figure Supplement 2: Robustness of phase precession under extraneous noise. (A)-(B) Examples of phase
precession in simulations with low (A) and moderate (B) levels of noise injected into the pyramidal cell. (C)-(D)
Dependence of phase precession and population sequence compression on the level of injected pyramidal cell (C) and
interneuron (D) noise (for an explanation of these metrics, see Figure 7 and its description in both the main text
and the Materials and Methods section). Note that, for a given amplitude in mV, the noise level also depends on
the simulation timestep and membrane time constant (see Equation (14)). Note also that, although interneurons and
pyramidal cells appear to differ in their sensitivity to noise in these simulations, this is consistent with the amplitudes
of other currents injected into the two cell types in the model, which are an order of magnitude smaller for interneurons
than pyramidal cells (e.g., the pacemaker and velocity-dependent current to interneurons vs the place field drive and
velocity-dependent current to pyramidal cells). As the overall scale of inputs depend strongly on the neuron model
and biophysical parameters such as membrane resistance, they cannot be interpreted quantitatively in the present
model due to a lack of biophysical detail.
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Figure 7-Figure Supplement 3. Putative mechanisms for removing disruption from network theta sequences. (A) In
one possible mechanism, synaptic weights between pyramidal cells and interneurons are altered so that pyramidal cell
pairs with overlapping place fields no longer functionally couple to the same interneuron. (B) In a second mechanism,
the place fields themselves undergo changes to remove overlap for pyramidal cells coupled to the same interneuron.

Figure 7-Figure Supplement 4: Distributions of single-cell phase precession strengths in random maps with varying
degrees of disruptive place field overlap. Phase-position correlation is measured for each cell using its pooled spiking
activity over 30 laps. Each map consisted of 200 pyramidal cells with place fields randomly organized under a uniform
distribution over a 5 meter track. When there is just one active pyramidal cell per interneuron on the track (top panel),
the distribution of phase-position correlations simply reflects limited sample size effects, so that increasing the number
of laps would yield a narrower distribution. As the number of active pyramidal cells per interneuron is increased, the
mean phase-position correlation decreases due to disruptive place field overlap in the network. Nevertheless, strong
phase precession continues to be generated in a fraction of pyramidal cells even for very dense maps (bottom panel).
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Figure 8: A proposed function of sequence compression for associative learning. (A) The animal explores an environ-
ment, activating different cells in CA1 in a particular temporal order on a behavioral timescale. (B) A population
of CA1 place cells performs sequence compression on the slow Gaussian envelope inputs. These cells project onto a
downstream neuron which signals some event of interest (the unconditioned stimulus). When this event occurs, this
cell fires tonically at the trough of the theta cycle. Synapses from CA1 place cells to the event cell are modifiable via
STDP. (C) During each cycle of the theta rhythm, CA1 cell assemblies representing past, present and future events
in behavioral time are activated sequentially. At the trough of the theta cycle, place cells representing the animal’s
current location are active, whereas during the descending and ascending phases cells representing past and future
locations respectively are active. If the downstream cell signaling the unconditioned stimulus fires an action potential
at the trough of the theta cycle, STDP between pre- and post-synaptic spikes establishes an association between cells
representing recently visited locations and the event. (D) If instead the downstream cell encoding spikes at the peak
of the theta rhythm, an association between cells representing upcoming locations and this cell is formed, whereas
cells representing recently visited locations and this cell have their synapses weakened (i.e., the temporal associations
are reversed relative to those in (C)).
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Figure 7-Figure Supplement 1. Three examples of random place field maps with a density of one active place cell
per interneuron per meter, for which disruption of sequence compression occurs (Figure 7C). A single interneuron is
shown, as well as the active place cells which couple to that interneuron. Top panels: Place field inputs to the five
pyramidal cells active on the track and coupled to the single interneuron. Second panels: Interneuron theta frequency
over time for a single lap as the animal moves along the track. Third panels: Interneuron spike phases over time. Note
that the interneuron precesses over multiple cycles when it receives sufficient pyramidal cell input, but that place field
overlap does not always lead to multiple cycles of phase precession. Fourth panels: Interneuron spiking (red ticks),
pyramidal cell spiking (colored ticks) and pyramidal cell membrane potential (colored traces) over time. Fifth panels:
Pyramidal cell membrane potential theta frequencies over time. Bottom Panels: Pyramidal cell spike phases over
time. Note that pyramidal cell spiking is highly synchronous within a theta cycle when multiple pyramidal cells are
coactive. This synchrony, as well as the multiple cycles of interneuron phase precession, underlies the disruption of
sequence compression observed in Figure 7.
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